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Abstract. Exchange functionals used in density functional theory (DFT) are generally considered to simulate
long-range electron correlation eﬀects. It is shown that
these eﬀects can be traced back to the self-interaction
error (SIE) of approximate exchange functionals. An
analysis of the SIE with the help of the exchange hole
reveals that both short-range (dynamic) and long-range
(nondynamic) electron correlation eﬀects are simulated
by DFT exchange where the local density approximation
(LDA) accounts for stronger eﬀects than the generalized
gradient expansion (GGA). This is a result of the fact
that the GGA exchange hole describes the exact exchange hole close to the reference electron more accurately than the LDA hole does. The LDA hole is more
diﬀuse, thus leading to an underestimation of exchange
and stronger SIE eﬀects, where the magnitude of the SIE
energy is primarily due to the contribution of the core
orbitals. The GGA exchange hole is more compact,
which leads to an exaggeration of exchange in the bond
and the nonbonding region and negative SIE contributions. Partitioning of the SIE into intra-/interelectronic
and individual orbital contributions makes it possible
to test the performance of a given exchange functional
in diﬀerent regions of the molecule. It is shown that
Hartree–Fock exchange always covers some long-range
eﬀects via interelectronic exchange while self-interactioncorrected DFT is lacking these eﬀects.
Keywords: Self-interaction error – Dynamic electron
correlation – GGA exchange hole – LDA exchange hole

1 Introduction
The performance of Kohn–Sham (KS) density functional
theory (DFT) [1, 2] depends on the electron correlation
eﬀects covered by the approximate exchange–correlation
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(XC) functionals currently in use [3]. XC functionals
have been derived utilizing the homogeneous
(local density approximation, LDA [4]) or weakly
inhomogeneous (generalized gradient approximation,
GGA [5]) electron gas as a suitable starting point. The
general understanding is that the exchange functional
reasonably describes the exchange interactions of the
electrons, while the correlation functional accounts for
the short-range (dynamic) Coulomb correlation eﬀects
[1, 2, 3, 4, 5]. Long-range (nondynamic or static)
correlation eﬀects needed for systems with multireference character (e.g. in the case of stretched bonds) are
considered not to be covered by approximate XC
functionals. Of course, if the correct XC functional were
known, both short- and long-range correlation would be
correctly accounted for.
Nevertheless, KS DFT is also capable of reasonably
describing multireference systems in those cases where
Hartree–Fock (HF) seriously fails. This raises the
question how multireference eﬀects (long-range correlation) are mimicked by KS DFT. A number of authors
[6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15] have pointed out that the
DFT exchange energy contains long-range correlation
eﬀects: While the exact exchange hole is generally longranged, encompassing larger regions of the molecule, the
DFT model exchange hole, in contrast, is centered at the
reference point r in the case of the LDA and close to it in
the case of the GGA. The diﬀerence between the true
(delocalized) exchange hole and the (localized) model
DFT exchange hole is expected to mimic long-range
correlation eﬀects [6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15].
In recent work [11, 12, 13, 14], we showed that the
one-particle density is a sensitive probe for the way a
quantum chemical method incorporates electron correlation. For this purpose, the density distribution, qðrÞ, of
a molecule obtained by DFT with a given XC functional
is compared with the corresponding density calculated
with a wave-function-based method, which is known to
cover well-deﬁned electron correlation eﬀects.
The analysis of DFT exchange-only calculations
[13,14,15] revealed that both LDA and GGA exchange
functionals account for long-range Coulomb correlation
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eﬀects. Furthermore, it could be demonstrated [12, 13, 14,
15] that this is related to the self-interaction error (SIE)
[16,17,18,19] of the approximate DFT exchange functionals. Through analysis of the SIE with the help of the
exchange hole, it becomes obvious that the SIE mimics the
separation of electrons in a way typical of long-range
Coulomb correlation [14, 15]. Consequently, any selfinteraction-corrected (SIC) DFT leads to density distributions similar to HF densities, i.e. SIC-DFT exchange
does not mimic any long-range Coulomb correlation
[14, 15].
A distinction between short-range and long-range
correlation eﬀects is best carried out with the help of
the pair density distribution or the related XC hole. A
complete description of the pair density or, alternatively, the XC hole would require an investigation of
the pair density or the hole function for an inﬁnite
number of reference points; however, in practice it is
suﬃcient to study the features of the XC hole for a
small number of representative reference points, which
can be associated with core, bonding, and nonbonding
electrons [14].
In a recent publication [14], we discussed the relationship between LDA, SIC-LDA, and HF exchange
by comparing the corresponding exchange holes. The
current work extends these investigations to the more
interesting GGA exchange functionals by considering
the following questions:
1. How does the GGA exchange hole diﬀer from the
LDA exchange hole and how do these diﬀerences
result from diﬀerences in the corresponding SIC-DFT
and SIE holes?
2. How do the SIC-GGA and the SIC-LDA exchange
holes reﬂect the properties of the HF exchange hole
and how do they diﬀer from the latter?
3. What correlation eﬀects are mimicked by the SIEhole? Are these just long-range eﬀects or also shortrange (dynamic) correlation eﬀects?
4. How do intra- and interelectronic exchange inﬂuence
the structure of the exchange hole? What is their role
in the case of the SIC-DFT exchange hole and how do
they relate to the SIE and the correlation eﬀects
simulated by the SIE?
5. Why is the energy associated with the SIE always large
and positive for LDA but small and mostly negative
for GGA functionals? Can these trends be related to
individual orbital contributions? What is the role of
core and the valence electrons in this respect?
6. Can one relate the stability of a given restricted DFT
method to the structure of the exchange hole it
produces?
7. Handy and Cohen [10] argued that exchange always
comprises long-range (nondynamic) electron correlation eﬀects, i.e. even in the case of HF exchange. Can
this statement be supported by the analysis of the HF
exchange hole?
When answering these questions one has to consider the
fact that the model XC holes used in DFT calculations
were derived in a way to compensate speciﬁc errors as
much as possible by simple averaging techniques. As has
been pointed out by a number of authors [20, 21, 22], KS

calculations beneﬁt from the fact that, despite an often
rather poor pointwise approximation to the exact XC
holes, the errors of the model exchange holes largely
cancel out in the calculation of the total XC energy
owing to angular and system averaging. Consequently,
system-averaged XC holes have been discussed extensively in the literature [9]. In the current paper, in
contrast, we investigate the exchange hole point by
point. This viewpoint is of interest for two reasons.
On the one hand, local quantities such as the density
distribution will be aﬀected by inaccuracies of the local
XC hole. On the other hand, many features of the DFT
hole (e.g. their capability of mimicking nondynamic
correlation eﬀects) can be understood only from this
local viewpoint.
The results of this work are presented by ﬁrst summarizing some well-known properties of exchange holes
(Sect. 2). Then, equations and formulas for the
SIC-DFT and SIE exchange hole are derived in Sect. 3.
The impact of the SIE on the structure of the LDA and
GGA exchange hole is discussed in Sect. 4, while an
account on the Coulomb correlation eﬀects introduced
by a DFT exchange functional is given in Sect. 5.
2 The exchange hole in HF and DFT
The properties of HF and DFT exchange holes have
been repeatedly and extensively investigated Ref. [3a]
and, therefore, we will summarize here only some wellknown facts.
The correlated movements of the electrons of an atom
or molecule can be described with the help of the XC
hole, which indicates how an electron at the reference
position r inﬂuences the probability of ﬁnding another
electron at the position r þ R. The XC hole, hXC is
deﬁned by Eq. (1):
P ðr; r þ RÞ ¼ .ðrÞ½.ðr þ RÞ þ hXC ðr; r þ RÞ ;

ð1Þ

where P ðr; r þ RÞ is the pair density distribution. hXC can
be divided into two parts, namely the exchange hole,
hX , and the correlation hole, hC , which are related to
exchange and Coulomb correlation, respectively. The
pair density is symmetric in its two arguments, hence the
exchange hole (as well as the correlation hole) must obey
the relation
.ðrÞhX ðr; r þ RÞ ¼ .ðr þ RÞhX ðr þ R; rÞ :

ð2Þ

2.1 HF exchange hole
The HF exchange hole for a closed-shell system is given
by Eq. (3) [3a]:
2 X
u ðrÞui ðr þ RÞ
hHF
X ðr; r þ RÞ ¼ 
.ðrÞ i;i0 i
ui0 ðrÞui0 ðr þ RÞ ;

ð3Þ

where the factor of 2 accounts for the spin summation.
As Eq. (3) shows, exchange decreases the probability of
ﬁnding two equal-spin electrons at the same position to
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zero. However, it does not aﬀect the corresponding
probability for opposite-spin electrons.
From Eq. (3), the following relations follow:
hHF
X ðr; rÞ

1
¼  .ðrÞ ;
2

hHF
0 ;
X ðr; r þ RÞ
Z
d3 RhHF
X ðr; r þ RÞ ¼ 1 :

(4a)
(4b)

(6a)

hHF;inter
ðr; r þ RÞ ¼ 0 ;
X

(6b)

i.e. the exchange hole describes only the self-exchange
of the electrons and the corresponding exchange hole
is static, i.e. it is independent of the position of the
reference electron.

(4c)

According to Eq. (4a), the structure of the exchange hole
is related to the HF density distribution and it is negative
(or zero) everywhere. The exchange hole is deeper (the
corresponding exchange energy density more negative),
the more strongly hX is concentrated around the
reference electron (see Eq. 4b, c).
The exchange hole takes care of the self-interaction
problem by annihilating the self-repulsion energy of
electron pairs, which consists of twice the same electron,
by an equal amount of self-exchange energy. In addition,
hX describes the Fermi correlation between diﬀerent
electrons, i.e. it accounts for the antisymmetry of the
total wave function. Consequently, hX can be split into
accounting for the
two parts: a contribution hHF;intra
X
self-exchange, and a contribution hHF;inter
that describes
X
the Fermi correlation.
X . ðrÞ
i
.i ðr þ RÞ ;
ðr; r þ RÞ ¼ 2
(5a)
hHF;intra
X
.ðrÞ
i
.i ðrÞ ¼ ½ui ðrÞ2 ;

1
hHF;intra
ðr; r þ RÞ ¼ hHF
X ðr; r þ RÞ ¼  .ðr þ RÞ ;
X
2

(5b)

2.2 LDA exchange hole
DFT approximates the exact exchange hole by model
exchange holes. The simplest approximation is given by
the LDA model hole [4]:
1
ðr; r þ RÞ ¼  .ðrÞJ ð2kF RÞ ;
hLDA
X
2

(7a)

72
½4 þ z2  ð4  z2 Þ cos z  4z sin z ;
(7b)
z6
where z ¼ 2kF R and kF ¼ ½3p2 .ðrÞ1=3 . The LDA exchange hole is spherically symmetric. Its minimum, given
by .ðrÞ=2, i.e. the negative density for one of the spin
orientations, is always at the position of the reference
electron, but apart from this the LDA exchange hole
does not reﬂect any features of the electron density. The
LDA density hole obeys Eq. (4a), (4b), and (4c) [22] and,
therefore, it becomes more compact as the density at
position r increases.
J ðzÞ ¼ 

hHF;inter
ðr; r þ RÞ ¼ hHF
X ðr; r þ RÞ
X
 hHF;intra
ðr; r þ RÞ :
X

(5c)

For hHF;intra
, Eq. (4b) and (4c) holds, i.e. intraelectronic
X
HF exchange hole is always nonpositive and integrates
to 1. This implies that the electron pair consisting of
twice the reference electron is discarded from the pair
integrates to zero for any
density. In contrast, hHF;inter
X
position r of the reference electron and it may assume
both positive and negative values, i.e. the probability of
ﬁnding the second electron is enhanced in certain regions
and reduced in others. In this respect, the interelectronic
exchange hole resembles the correlation hole, which has
the same properties.
and hHF;intra
depend on the
The components hHF;inter
X
X
choice of orbitals (canonical, localized, etc.), while their
sum hHF
X is invariant to orbital rotations. In molecules
with only a few electrons of the same spin, the selfexchange dominates the features of the exchange hole
and in particular the exchange energy. The self-exchange
part of the exchange energy is generally more negative
for localized than for delocalized (canonical) orbitals. It
is convenient to use localized orbitals for the discussion
of intra- and interelectronic exchange because in this
dominates the structure of
way the structure of hHF;intra
X
hHF
X , thus simplifying the discussion.
For the case of a two-electron system with coupled
electron spins (H2 , etc.), Eq. (5a), (5b) and (5c) take the
form of Eq. (6a) and (6b):

2.3 Gradient expansion approximation
and GGA exchange hole
A more elaborate approximation for the exchange hole
is obtained by considering not only the local density
but also its gradient. In the original gradient expansion
approximation (GEA) [23], the homogeneous electron
gas as a model system is replaced by a weakly
inhomogeneous one, and the exchange hole is represented as a Taylor expansion in powers of the density
gradient at the reference point. Owing to the uniform
scaling relation for the exchange energy [24], this
actually amounts to an expansion in powers of the
reduced density gradient sðrÞ. The GEA exchange hole
is represented by Eq. (8a), (8b), (8c), (8d), and (8e) [25,
26]:
1
^ sðrÞ
ðr; r þ RÞ ¼  .ðrÞ½J ðzÞ þ LðzÞR
hGEA
X
2


^ sðrÞ 2 N ðzÞs2 ðrÞ ;
 MðzÞ R

(8a)

sðrÞ ¼ r.ðrÞ=ð2kF ðrÞ.ðrÞÞ

(8b)

LðzÞ ¼ 12½2  2 cos z  z sin z=z3 ;

(8c)

MðzÞ ¼ ½z cos z þ sin z=3z ;


N ðzÞ ¼ 8  ð8  4z2 Þ cos z  ð8z  z3 Þ sin z =z4 :

(8d)
(8e)
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The GEA is not always negative and thus violates Eq.
(4c) [23]. The resulting GEA exchange potential diverges
for large values of sðrÞ; it becomes inﬁnite far away from
the center of a ﬁnite electron system. A better description
is obtained by the GGA model hole, for which Eq. (4b)
and (4c) are restored by cutoﬀ procedures [26]: in all
regions, where the GEA exchange hole is positive, its
value is reduced to zero: the exchange hole obtained in
step 1 is set to zero outside a sphere around the reference
point, the radius of which is determined in such a way
that the resulting exchange hole obeys Eq. (4c).
In this way, the GGA exchange hole adopts the form
in Eq. (9):
ðr; r þ RÞ ¼ hGEA
ðr; r þ RÞH½hGEA
ðr; r þ RÞ
hGGA
X
X
X
H½Rcut ðrÞ  R ;

(12)

This simply means that the exchange energy cancels the
nonphysical self-repulsion energy of the electron and
that there is no Coulomb correlation of an electron
with itself. The approximate XC functionals, which are
nowadays used in DFT calculations, generally violate
either Eq. (11), Eq. (12), or both and, therefore, contain
an incorrect electron self-interaction unless the XC
functionals include SICs.
In this work, we apply the SIC-DFT approach by
Perdew and Zunger [16], which corrects the SIE in the
conventional DFT XC functionals orbital by orbital:
approx
correct
¼ EX
½.a ; .b 
EX

ð9Þ

where Rcut ðrÞ is determined by
Z
d3 RhGEA
ðr; r þ RÞH½hGEA
ðr; r þ RÞ ¼ 1 ð10Þ
X
X



Nr
XX
r¼a;b

¼

approx
ðEJ ½.ir  þ EX
½.ir ; 0Þ

i

approx
½.a ; .b 
EX

SIC
 EX
;

ECcorrect ¼ ECapprox ½.a ; .b  

jRj<Rcut ðrÞ

and H represents the cutoﬀ function. The cutoﬀ of the
GGA exchange hole restores not only the correct
normalization of the exchange hole but also discards
the long-range tails of the GEA exchange hole, which
are an artifact of the Taylor expansion.
The GGA exchange hole has the same value and
gradient as the exact one at r, and its minimum does not
coincide with the reference position unless s(r) = 0.
Because of its construction it reﬂects features of the exact exchange hole close to r more accurately than the
LDA exchange hole does; however, for positions farther
away from r, the deviation of the GGA exchange hole
from the exact one may even be larger than for the LDA
exchange hole.
In DFT calculations, the exchange energy density
resulting from the model exchange hole is needed in
analytical form. A number of parameterizations have
been given for the energy density resulting from the
GGA exchange hole of Eq. (9) [5, 26, 27, 28]. In this
work, we use the Perdew–Wang 91 (PW91) exchange
functional [27]; however, conclusions drawn for PW91
exchange are equally valid for other GGA exchange
functionals, such as the Becke 88 (B88) functional [5].
DFT model exchange holes cannot be associated with
any distribution of electron pairs as they may yield
negative values for the pair density in certain regions.
Moreover, they do not lead to a symmetric pair density,
i.e. they violate Eq. (2). This means that care has to
be taken when the impact of DFT exchange on the
one-particle density is discussed.
3 SIE and SIC in DFT
For the ground-state density
of a system containing only
R
one a-spin electron, i.e. d3 r.a ðrÞ ¼ 1, and .b ðrÞ ¼ 0, the
correct exchange and correlation functional must obey
the relations
EJ ½. þ EX ½.a ; 0 ¼ 0 ;

EC ½.a ; 0 ¼ 0 :

(11)

Nr
XX

¼



ECSIC

ECapprox ½.ir ; 0

i

r¼a;b

ECapprox ½.a ; .b 

ð13Þ

;

ð14Þ

thus yielding the following expression for the total
electronic energy:
ESICDFT ½. ¼ ET ½. þ EV ½. þ EJ ½. þ EX ½.
SIC
½. þ EC ½.  ECSIC ½. ;
 EX

ð15Þ

where ET and EV denote the kinetic energy of
noninteracting electrons and the potential energy
(nucleus–electron attraction), respectively. The corresponding KS equations are established by requiring
that the energy functional (Eq. 15) should be minimal
for a set of orthonormal KS orbitals. In contrast to
conventional KS-DFT, the functional (Eq. 15) is not
invariant with respect to rotations between the occupied orbitals, i.e. by solving the KS equations one has
to make the functional stationary both with respect to
rotations between occupied and virtual orbitals and
with respect to rotations between occupied orbitals [17].
The theory and implementation of a self-consistent
SIC-DFT procedure (SCF-SIC-DFT) are described in
Ref. [29].
An alternative to SCF-SIC-DFT is perturbative SICDFT, where after a conventional KS-DFT calculation,
the SICs are computed in one step from the KS orbitals.
Perturbational SIC-DFT requires a careful choice of the
appropriate KS orbitals. The SIC-DFT equations require the use of localized orbitals [17] and, therefore, the
KS orbitals are localized by a Foster–Boys localization
procedure [30]. In SIC-DFT, approximate (LDA or
GGA) self-exchange is replaced, orbital by orbital, by
the exact self-exchange:
ðr; r þ RÞ ¼ hDFT
hSICDFT
X
X ðr; r þ RÞ
X . ðrÞ h
i
hDFT

X;i ðr; r þ RÞ
.ðrÞ
i
þ 2.i ðr þ RÞ ;

ð16Þ
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where hDFT
X;i denotes an orbital exchange hole evaluated
with the density 2.i . The SIC-DFT exchange hole fulﬁlls
Eq. (4a) and (4c), but not necessarily Eq. (4b). The SIE
part of the DFT (LDA or GGA) exchange hole
(henceforth called SIE exchange hole) is then given by
DFT
hSIE
X ðr; r þ RÞ ¼ hX ðr; r þ RÞ

ðr; r þ RÞ
 hSICDFT
X
X . ðrÞ h
i
hDFT
¼
X;i ðr; r þ RÞ
.ðrÞ
i
þ 2.i ðr þ RÞ :

ð17Þ

The SIE exchange hole integrates to zero for a given
reference position and can be both positive and negative.
SIC-DFT and SIE energies were calculated for a
number of ﬁrst row diatomic molecules by employing
one LDA and two GGA XC functionals: SVWN5
(LDA: Slater exchange [4] is combined with the Vosko,
Wilk, and Nusair correlation functional V [31]); BLYP
(GGA: B88 exchange [5] is combined with the Lee,
Yang, and Parr [32] correlation functional); and
PW91PW91 (GGA: the XC functional of Perdew and
Wang [27] is used). The three functionals were used both
in exchange-only and normal (including both exchange
and correlation) calculations.
The calculated SIE energies were analyzed by comparing the structure of the HF, LDA (Slater exchange),
GGA (PW91 exchange), SIC-DFT (SIC-S and SICPW91), and SIE (SIE-S and SIE-PW91) exchange holes.
Diﬀerent X functionals yield diﬀerent densities for a
given system. Correspondingly, the resulting exchange
holes will diﬀer from each other owing to diﬀerences in
the one-particle density and owing to the diﬀerent way
the diﬀerent functionals describe exchange. In the
current work, diﬀerences due to the former reason
are suppressed by using HF orbitals for both HF and
DFT descriptions of the exchange hole.
The results for H2 and F2 are discussed in detail,
because they are representative for other diatomic molecules investigated in this work. All the calculations were
carried out with Dunning’s cc-pVTZ basis [33] at
experimental geometries, i.e. dðH  HÞ ¼ 0:742 Å for
1 þ
H 2 ð 1 Rþ
g Þ; dðF  FÞ ¼ 1:412 Å for F2 ð Rg Þ [34]. The
calculations were carried out with the program package
Cologne 2001 [35].
4 The impact of the SIE on the structure
of LDA and GGA exchange holes
Because of the fact that for H2 ð1 Rþ
g Þ only intraelectronic
exchange, but no interelectronic exchange exists, it is a
useful starting point for studying properties of DFT
exchange holes. In Fig. 1, HF, LDA, and GGA
exchange holes are shown for two positions r of the
reference electron, namely for the reference electron
being located in the bond region closer to nucleus H1
(r = P1, Fig. 1a), separated from H1 by the distance
d=4, and for the reference electron being located in the
nonbonding region of H1 (r = P2, Fig. 1b), again
separated from H1 by d=4. Actually, the situation in

which the reference electron is located at the bond
midpoint may also be considered. However, in this
situation LDA and GGA exchange holes do not diﬀer
from each other (the reduced density gradient s vanishes)
and conclusions drawn for the LDA exchange hole at P1
are equally valid [14]. In this publication, we are mainly
interested in the corrections caused by the GGA
functional and, therefore, we investigate those locations
r where the reduced density gradient is large, i.e.
positions such as P1 and P2.
According to Eq. (6a) and (6b), the HF exchange
hole is static and equates to the negative density per spin
direction, i.e.the negative density of one rg electron. The
HF exchange hole is delocalized over the whole molecule
and reﬂects features of the electronic structure. As the
same density is used for HF and DFT, the SIC-DFT
holes (LDA and GGA) are identical to the HF exchange
hole for H2 (Fig. 1). The SIE hole for the H2 molecule is
simply given by the diﬀerence between DFT and HF
exchange holes.
Irrespective of the position of the reference electron,
the LDA and GGA exchange holes are always more
localized than the HF exchange hole. While the LDA
hole is completely insensitive to the electronic structure,
the GGA exchange hole reproduces to some extent the
local minimum of the HF exchange hole at the H1 atom
(Fig. 1), in line with the fact that the GGA more accurately reﬂects features of the exchange hole close to the
reference point than LDA does. This is also reﬂected by
the SIE part of the DFT exchange holes. At H1, the SIE
part obtained with the GGA functional is smaller than
that obtained with the LDA functional (Fig. 1a). However, both functionals drastically exaggerate the probability of ﬁnding the second electron at H2 although the
error is larger for the GGA than the LDA functional
(Fig. 1a). As pointed out in Ref. [14], the SIE mimics in
this way long-range left–right electron correlation for
the bonding electron pair of H2 ð1 Rþ
g Þ where this eﬀect
is a result of the nonphysical self-interaction of each
electron rather than the interaction between the two
electrons.
For the reference electron being located at P2 in the
nonbonding region similar eﬀects are observed as for
situation P1 (Fig. 1b). However, deviations between the
LDA and the GGA exchange hole are now much larger
as are the diﬀerences in the corresponding SIE holes.
This is due to the fact that the reduced gradient s is
larger at P2 (at P2 the density is smaller and the density
gradient larger than at P1), which gives rise to larger
gradient corrections. The LDA exchange hole is shallower and more diﬀuse because the density at P2 is
lower than at P1. In contrast, the GGA exchange holes
for r = P1 and P2 are similarly deep and have approximately the same spatial extent, with the one for
P2 being only somewhat more diﬀuse. The movement
of the reference electron from P1 to P2 leads to less
distinct changes in both the shape and the position of
the minimum of the GGA exchange hole than in case
of the LDA exchange hole, i.e. the GGA exchange hole
reproduces the static character of the HF exchange hole
to some extent, while the LDA exchange hole is clearly
nonstatic. Of course, the GGA exchange hole is no
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Fig. 1. Graphical representation of the
exchange hole calculated for H2 (1 Rþ
g ) along
the bond axis at the Hartee–Fock (HF) (solid
line), local density approximation (LDA)
(short-dashed line) and, generalized gradient
approximation (GGA) (long-dashed line) levels of theory for the reference electron being a
at position P1 and b at position P2. The selfinteraction-error (SIE) parts of the GGA and
LDA hole are indicated in bold and bolddashed print, respectively. All calculations
with a cc-pVTZ basis set at the experimental
H–H distance

longer static, whilst the reference electron is moved
across the bond center; in this case, the center of
gravity for the GGA exchange hole moves from the left
to the right H atom.
The SIE of the GGA functional again mimics
stronger left–right correlation eﬀects than the SIE-LDA.
The SIE holes also diﬀer in the nonbonding region of H1
where SIE-GGA shows a small peak, which is due to the
cutoﬀ in the GGA exchange hole and, accordingly, has
no counterpart in the LDA exchange hole. The GGA
mimics in this way some short-range electron correlation
since there is an enhanced probability of ﬁnding the
second electron to the left and to the right of the position
of the reference electron at P2. The LDA mimics shortrange correlation in so far as it moves the density of the
second electron from the nonbonding region to the
position of H1 and in the bonding region. This eﬀect is

related to the observation that the LDA severely overestimates the bond density and, by this, also the bond
strength.
Energetically, both long-range and short-range eﬀects
have a strong impact on the calculated exchange energy
of H2 . The diﬀuse character of the LDA hole in particular in the low-density regions leads to a serious
underestimation of exchange and, therefore, to a large,
positive SIE, i.e. Coulomb self-repulsion dominates the
LDA-SIE. Since the GGA exchange hole is less diﬀuse,
the SIE energy is smaller but still positive. (Generally,
the exchange energy becomes more negative as the
exchange hole becomes more localized.) However, the
most important conclusion directly drawn from Fig. 1 is
that both the SIE-GGA and the SIE-LDA mimic longrange left–right correlation eﬀects irrespective of the
position of the reference electron.
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In most diatomic molecules both intra- and interelectronic exchange play a role. In this case, both intraand interelectronic HF exchange holes as well as the
total HF exchange hole depend on the position of the
reference electron, i.e. none of the HF exchange holes is
any longer static when a multielectron system is considered. Both localized (reference electron at or close to
the nucleus), slightly delocalized (P in the lone pair region), and strongly delocalized HF exchange holes (P in
the bond region) can be found, while in all these cases
the DFT exchange holes are localized (LDA at P; GGA
at a point oﬀ P). In Figs. 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, HF and DFT
exchange holes are shown for positions P1 and P2 of the
reference electron (Figs. 2, 4); the decompositions of the

exchange hole into orbital contributions (Fig. 3 for P1,
Fig. 7 for P2) or intra- and interelectronic part (Fig. 5
for P1, Fig. 6 for P2) are also shown. The molecular
space is partitioned along the molecular axis into seven
regions to facilitate the discussion: A and B correspond
to the valence regions of F1 and F2, C to the bond
region, D and E to the nonbonded regions of F1 and F2,
and F and G to the tail regions of F1 and F2. The
calculated SIE energies are analyzed in Tables 1 and 2.
The structure of the HF exchange hole shown in Figs.
2 and 3 can be analyzed in terms of intra- and interelectronic contributions (Figs. 5, 6), which in turn can be
related to the form of the occupied orbitals. In the case
of F2 ð1 Rþ
g Þ, Foster–Boys localization of the occupied

Fig. 2. Graphical representation of the
exchange hole calculated for F2 (1 Rþ
g ) along
the bond axis at the HF (solid line), LDA
(short-dashed line), and GGA (long-dashed
line) levels of theory for the reference electron
being at position P1. The SIE parts of the
GGA and LDA hole are indicated in bold
and bold-dashed print, respectively. All
calculations with a cc-pVTZ basis set at
the experimental geometry

Fig. 3. Graphical representation of the exchange hole calculated for F2 (1 Rþ
g ) along the
bond axis at the HF (solid line), GGA (longdashed line), and self-interaction-corrected
(SIC)-GGA (bold line) levels of theory for the
reference point being at position P1. The
core, lone pair, and bond orbital contributions to the SIE of the GGA exchange
functional are given by dashed lines. All
calculations with a cc-pVTZ basis set at the
experimental geometry
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Fig. 4. Graphical representation of the exchange hole calculated for F2 (1 Rþ
g ) along the
bond axis at the HF (solid line), LDA (shortdashed line), and GGA (long-dashed line)
levels of theory for the reference electron
being at position P2. The SIE parts of the
GGA and LDA hole are indicated in bold
and bold-dashed print, respectively. All
calculations with a cc-pVTZ basis set at
the experimental geometry

Fig. 5. Graphical representation of the
intraelectronic (bold line) and interelectronic
part (bold-dashed line) of the exchange hole
calculated for F2 (1 Rþ
g ) along the bond axis at
the HF level. The corresponding LDA (intra:
short-dashed line; inter: dotted line) and GGA
(intra and inter: long-dashed lines) parts are
also shown. The reference electron is at
position P1. All calculations with a cc-pVTZ
basis set at the experimental geometry

orbitals gives two 1s core orbitals, a sp3 –sp3 –rg bond
orbital, and six sp3 lone pair orbitals. If the reference
electron resides at the midpoint of the F–F bond, then
the hole structure is dominated by the rg bonding orbital
and reﬂects the negative density of the electrons in this
orbital. To some extent, this is also true for the HF
exchange hole when the reference electron is at P1 (Fig.
2). This one can see more clearly from its intraelectronic
part (Fig. 5), which in the bond region is almost symmetrical with regard to the bond midpoint. Additional
orbital contributions determine the structure of the
intraelectronic HF exchange hole according to their
orbital densities at P1 (cf. Eq. 5a). Both the lone pair
and the core orbitals of F1 (but not of F2) possess small
tails at P1. These tails, via the product qi (r) qi (r + R) in

Eq. (5a), lead to a deepening of the intraelectronic hole
at those positions where the corresponding orbital
density is largest, namely at F1 (core contribution) and
in region D (lone pair contributions, Fig. 5).
The interelectronic part depends on the probability of
ﬁnding the reference electron at P1, i.e. in the bonding rg
orbital, and a second electron in another orbital, which
overlaps with the bonding orbital (see Eq. 3). This
probability is large and positive at positions D (lone pair
orbitals at F1), F1 and F2 (core orbitals), and in a part
of E (lone pair orbitals at F2, see Fig. 5). The intra- and
interelectronic parts together determine the structure
of the HF exchange hole (Fig. 2). Note that the HF
exchange hole possesses nodes close to the two nuclei,
which correspond to the nodes in the bond orbital. The
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Fig. 6. Graphical representation of the
intraelectronic (bold line) and interelectronic
part (bold-dashed line) of the exchange hole
calculated for F2 (1 Rþ
g ) along the bond axis at
the HF. The corresponding LDA (intra:
short-dashed line; inter: dotted line) and GGA
(intra and inter: long-dashed lines) parts are
also shown. The reference electron is at
position P2. All calculations with a cc-pVTZ
basis set at the experimental geometry

Fig. 7. Graphical representation of the exchange hole calculated for F2 (1 Rþ
g ) along the
bond axis at the HF (solid line), GGA (dashed
line), and SIC-GGA (bold line) levels of
theory for the reference point being at
position P2. The core, lone pair, and bond
orbital contributions to the SIE of the GGA
exchange functional are given by dashed lines.
All calculations with a cc-pVTZ basis set at
the experimental geometry

latter are shifted slightly from the nuclei, typical of a
bonding orbital composed of two sp3 hybrid orbitals.
A comparison of the LDA and GGA exchange holes
(Fig. 2) shows again that the latter gives a better account
of the structure of the HF exchange hole close to P1. In
region C, however, the GGA hole deviates more strongly
than the LDA hole, from the HF exchange hole, showing in particular nonphysical tail oscillations reminiscent
of the original GEA hole (Fig. 2).
The SIC-GGA hole, the HF hole (Fig. 3), and the
SIC-LDA exchange hole (not shown, but see Ref. [14])
show small, but signiﬁcant, diﬀerences, which reﬂect
the three diﬀerent ways of describing exchange. In the
vicinity of P1, the SIC-GGA exchange hole is nearly
identical to the HF exchange hole, while it is close to the

Table 1. Exchange energies, EX , self-interaction-corrected exchange energies, ESICX , and self-interaction errors, EXSIE for the
F2 molecule as calculated with Hartree–Fock (HF) and diﬀerent
density functional theory (DFT) functionals. All calculations with
Dunning’s cc-pVTZ basis set [33] at the experimental geometry for
the 1 Rþ
g state of F2 [34], i.e. rðF  FÞ ¼ 1:412Å. % of EX gives the
SIE in percent of the total exchange energy

S only
SVWN5
B only
BLYP
PW91 only
PW91PW91
HF

EX

ESICX

EXSIE

% of EX

)18.08369
)18.12630
)20.06006
)20.07834
)20.02280
)20.04194
)19.95739

)20.38508
)20.43326
)19.67751
)19.69511
)19.97353
)19.99687
)19.95739

2.30139
2.30696
)0.38255
)0.38323
)0.04927
)0.04507
0

12.7
12.7
1.9
1.9
0.2
0.2
0
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Table 2. Orbital contributions to the SIE of diﬀerent DFT exchange functionals calculated for F2 (1 Rþ
g ). All calculations with Dunning’s ccpVTZ basis set [33] at the experimental geometry for the 1 Rþ
g state of F2 [34], i.e. r ¼ 1:412Å. SIC calculated with perturbational SIC-DFT
based on conventional DFT calculations. All contributions are given per orbital, i.e. not per orbital group

SX
SVWN5
BX
BLYP
PW91X
PW91PW91

Core
Lone pair
F–F bond
Core
Lone pair
F–F bond
Core
Lone pair
F–F bond
Core
Lone pair
F–F bond
Core
Lone pair
F–F bond
Core
Lone pair
F–F bond

EXC;SIE

EX;SIE

DFT
EX;intra

HF
EX;intra

0.76828
0.12003
0.04465
0.67282
0.06546
)0.00823
0.04067
)0.05551
)0.13086
0.04062
)0.05556
)0.13116
0.09320
)0.02380
)0.09294
0.07512
)0.03850
)0.10695

0.76828
0.12003
0.04465
0.76857
0.12092
0.04430
0.04067
)0.05551
)0.13086
0.04062
)0.05556
)0.13116
0.09320
)0.02380
)0.09294
0.09324
)0.02322
)0.09214

)4.67697
)0.92338
)0.78429
)4.67896
)0.92803
)0.78587
)5.43279
)1.10636
)0.95888
)5.43280
)1.10865
)0.95971
)5.37942
)1.07436
)0.92089
)5.38005
)1.07704
)0.92146

)5.44525
)1.04341
)0.82894
)5.44753
)1.04895
)0.83017
)5.47346
)1.05086
)0.82802
)5.47342
)1.05310
)0.82855
)5.47262
)1.05056
)0.82795
)5.47329
)1.05382
)0.82932

intraelectronic part of the HF exchange hole at larger
distances from P1. The SIC-GGA exchange hole is actually the sum of the HF intraelectronic exchange hole
(note that for HF and DFT the same density was used)
and a GGA interelectronic exchange hole (Fig. 5). One
sees that the GGA interelectronic exchange hole agrees
well with the HF interelectronic hole around P1, whereas
it decays at larger distances and thus does not reﬂect
long-range features of interelectronic exchange.
The form of the SIC-GGA exchange hole determines
the SIE part of the GGA exchange hole (as does SIC-LDA
for the LDA), which is given by the diﬀerence of the GGA
hole and the SIC-GGA hole (Eq. 17). For the LDA, the
SIE decreases the probability of ﬁnding the second electron close to the bond center, but increases the probability
of ﬁnding it close to nucleus F1 or in regions D, A, B, and
in these
E (Fig. 2), thus reﬂecting the structure of hHF;intra
X
regions. In contrast to the SIE-LDA hole, the SIE-GGA
hole decreases the probability of ﬁnding the second electron at D or nucleus F1 (also A). There is an increased
probability of ﬁnding it in the bond region C and in
regions B and E (although smaller than given by the
SIE-LDA in the latter two cases). Hence, short-range and
long-range left–right correlation eﬀects are mimicked by
the SIE of the LDA and the GGA in the case of F2 .
The SIE-GGA part of the GGA hole is largely
dominated by the form of the bond orbital and the
corresponding bond orbital density (Fig. 3). Hence, left–
right long-range electron correlation simulated by SIE
concerns preferentially the bonding electron pair when
the reference electron is in the bonding region. There is a
small core contribution at nucleus F1 (a large core
contribution has to be weighted by a small tail contribution of the core density at P1) and vanishingly small
lone pair contributions. (Note that the tails of the lone
pairs are directed away from the molecular axis at
an angle of about 60 .) In this connection, one has
to emphasize that the orbital contributions depend on
the choice of the localization procedure.

EC;intra

)0.09575
)0.05546
)0.05253

)0.01812
)0.01528
)0.01481

If the reference point is moved to P2, i.e. into the lone
pair region D, the major part of the HF exchange hole is
concentrated in the vicinity of P2 (between P2 and F1),
dominated by the intraelectronic exchange of the lone
pair orbitals at F1. The second major feature of the HF
exchange hole is a deep, narrow depression at F1. This is
caused by the three lone pair, the core, and the bond
orbital contributions, which all have (larger or smaller)
densities at P2 and F1. In this connection, it has to be
noted that the nodal surfaces of the lone pair and the
bond hybrid orbitals do not pass through the nuclei F1
and F2 but are shifted slightly into regions A and B.
The HF exchange hole is close to zero in regions A
and C, but has a tail in regions B and E. The decomposition of the HF exchange hole into its inter- and intraelectronic parts (Fig. 6) reveals that the tail in regions
B and E is caused by the interelectronic contribution
(from the bond orbital) which is somewhat reduced by
the intraelectronic one. In regions A and C, inter- and
intraelectronic HF exchange cancel each other out. The
former must be always negative, while the latter can
become positive if one of the orbitals involved possesses
a nodal surface between the position of the reference
electron (P2) and the region of inspection (e.g. (r + R) in
region A) as becomes clear from Eq. (3). For the bond
orbital and the lone pair orbital, the overlap is negative
> 0,
at P2, but becomes positive in region A (hHF;inter
X
HF;inter
< 0), to
Fig. 6), changes to negative values at C (hX
positive values close to F2 (hHF;inter
> 0), and again to
X
negative values in region E (hHF;inter
< 0; the lone pair
X
has a positive orthogonalization tail in this region).
Again, the GGA exchange hole is less sensitive to the
relocation of the reference point (from P1 to P2) than the
LDA exchange hole, i.e. it is more static than the LDA
hole. Also, the GGA exchange hole describes better the
exact exchange hole close to P2 than the LDA hole does.
The SIE-LDA hole increases the probability that the
second electron is in region D, relatively close to nucleus
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F1, whereas the GGA functional slightly favors a position of the second electron in the tail region F. Both the
SIE-LDA and the SIE-GGA hole have a peak at nucleus
F1, reﬂecting the fact that DFT exchange is blind to the
inﬂuence of the lone pair and core electrons on the
structure of the exchange hole (Fig. 7). In regions B and
E, the SIE-LDA and the SIE-GGA holes are nearly
identical, reﬂecting the structure of the intraelectronic
HF exchange hole (interelectronic DFT exchange is zero
in this part; Fig. 6).
Again, DFT exchange mimics some long-range left–
right correlation eﬀects where the diﬀerences between the
LDA and the GGA are vanishingly small. Diﬀerences
exist with regard to short-range electron correlation
eﬀects also simulated by the SIE of DFT: the SIE-LDA
shifts the second electron closer to the F1 nucleus while the
SIE-GGA shifts it more into the tail region F.
On the basis of the analysis of the LDA and GGA
exchange holes, the orbital contributions to the SIE of the
exchange energy in F2 can be understood in detail. A
number of trends are reﬂected by the data in Tables 1 and 2:
1. The SIE is absolutely larger and more positive for the
LDA than for the GGA methods (Table 1).
2. For each of the functionals, the SIE is most positive
for the core orbitals and more positive for the lone
pair than for the bond orbitals (Table 2).
3. The SIE-LDA is absolutely larger than the SIE-GGA
for the core and lone pair orbitals. For the bond
orbitals, the SIE-LDA shows a smaller absolute
deviation than the SIE-GGA (Table 2).
4. Comparing PW91 and B88, B88 gives the lowest SIE
for the core orbitals, while PW91 gives a better overall
agreement (Table 1).
These trends can be understood by considering two
major features of the DFT exchange:
1. The LDA generates too diﬀuse exchange holes in
regions with low density and large density gradients,
which implies that the exchange energy density
becomes too positive. (This can bee seen in Fig. 4;
stronger eﬀects are observed for the reference electron being located in the tail regions F and G.) The
asymptotic behavior of the LDA exchange energy
per particle corresponds to an exponential decay,
while the correct behavior is a 1=r decay [5,36]. The
correction terms included into GGA functionals give
rise to a more compact exchange hole and, thus,
a more negative exchange energy. By construction,
the GGA exchange energy is always more negative
than the LDA exchange energy for the same density
[5, 27].
2. If the HF exchange hole is strongly delocalized
(depressions at two nuclei, etc.), the localized GGA
exchange hole will be larger than the HF exchange
hole in the vicinity of the reference electron (bond
region, Fig. 2, or lone pair region, Fig. 4) although it is
as deep as the HF hole. This yields an overly negative
exchange energy, indicating that the error caused by
Coulomb self-repulsion is overcompensated. For the
core electrons, both the HF and DFT exchange holes
are localized and this error does not occur.

Feature 1 immediately explains trend 1. Feature 2
explains trend 2 by considering that the core orbitals are
most strongly localized and that the lone pair orbitals
are constrained to a smaller space than the bond orbitals. Trend 3 is a consequence of the interplay between
features 1 and 2: for the core and lone pair orbitals,
feature 1 plays the dominating role for the SIE; hence
the GGA gives a lower absolute SIE than LDA. For
bond orbitals, in contrast, features 1 and 2 lead to a
compensation of errors for the LDA, while feature 2
dominates and no error compensation takes place with a
GGA description.
Trend 4 can be traced back to the way the PW91
and B88 functionals were derived. While PW91 was
constructed without any reference to particular atoms
or molecules [27], the construction of B88 includes a
parameter ﬁt where the B88 exchange energy was ﬁtted
to the HF exchange energy for a number of atoms, i.e.
rotation-symmetrical systems [5]. This implies that B88
should be particular accurate for compact, rotationsymmetrical density distributions, as is conﬁrmed by
trend 4. However, the small SIE for the core electrons
connected with a large (negative) SIE for the bond
electrons leads to a less complete cancellation of errors
than in the case of PW91.
5 Exchange and Coulomb correlation as introduced
by the exchange functional
The shape of the HF exchange hole, except for the case
of only one electron per spin direction, depends sensitively on the location of the reference electron: If the
reference electron is in the core region, the exchange hole
will be dominated by the core orbitals and thus it will be
short-ranged (localized) and insensitive to the large-scale
electronic structure of the molecule. For the reference
electron being located in the lone pair region, the HF
exchange hole adopts a more complicated structure
with a lone pair, a core part, and a tail region at the
neighboring nucleus. The HF exchange hole becomes
distinctly delocalized stretching over the (diatomic)
molecule when the reference electron is located somewhere in the bond region. In both cases, the reference
electron is located in the bonding or the nonbonding
region (P1 and P2), and the HF exchange hole reﬂects
features of the electronic structure of the molecule.
It is useful to partition the HF exchange hole into an
intraelectronic and an interelectronic part. Even though
this separation contains some arbitrariness, additional
insight into the features of the exchange hole is gained,
in particular, as this partitioning separates eﬀects that
have a counterpart in classical physics, viz. the cancellation of self-interactions (intraelectronic exchange),
from those that are purely quantum-mechanical, viz. the
Fermi exchange (interelectronic exchange).
The investigation of GGA and LDA exchange holes
reveals both similarities and diﬀerences:
1. The GGA exchange hole is more sensitive to features
of the electronic structure close to the reference
electron than the LDA hole is. Accordingly, the
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GGA reproduces the HF exchange hole more accurately in the vicinity of the reference electron. In
addition, the GGA hole is more static, i.e. it changes
both its shape and its center of gravity less than the
LDA exchange hole does when the reference electron
is moved over a small distance within a given region.
For long distances from the reference point (of the
order of the bond lengths), no general statement can
be made, i.e. the GGA exchange hole may deviate less
or more from the HF exchange hole than the LDA
exchange hole.
2. If the reference electron is located within the molecule,
the GGA exchange hole is compact (in contrast to the
more diﬀuse LDA exchange hole). Neither the LDA
nor the GGA exchange hole are able to reproduce
features of the HF exchange hole at larger distances
from the reference electron. This failure of DFT
implies that both the LDA and the GGA mimic longrange left–right electron correlation eﬀects in a
molecule in an unspeciﬁed way.
3. The orbital decomposition for the SIE of the exchange
energy proves that the large SIE for the LDA
primarily arises from the core region as the LDA
exchange hole is already too diﬀuse in the core region,
thus yielding a too positive exchange energy density
insuﬃcient to annihilate the large positive Coulomb
self-repulsion of the core electrons. The core contributions to the HF exchange hole are concentrated in
space; hence, the more compact GGA hole gives a
rather accurate reproduction of the HF exchange hole
for the core electrons and, consequently, a small SIE
in the exchange energy.
4. As regards the bond and lone pair contributions to the
SIE, there is a partial compensation of errors for the
LDA that is not present for the GGA. As a result,
the SIE-LDA for the exchange energy may be smaller
than the corresponding SIE-GGA (as found for the
bonding electrons). The error compensation in the
LDA case takes place in the same unspeciﬁed way as
the mimicry of nondynamic electron correlation
discussed in point 2.
5. The SIC-GGA exchange hole gives a rather accurate
reproduction of the total HF exchange hole in the
vicinity of the reference electron. At larger distances it
is close to the intraelectronic part of the total HF
exchange hole, similarly as the SIC-LDA exchange
hole.
The investigation of H2 , F2 , and other diatomic
molecules reveals that long-range features in the HF
exchange hole occur in systems with and without interelectronic exchange, particularly if the reference electron
is in the bonding region. The intraelectronic exchange is
mainly responsible for the structure of the exchange hole
and reﬂects the shape of the bonding orbital extending
over the bond region and part of the nonbonding region.
Although the intraelectronic part depends on the position of the reference electron and therefore is no longer
static (as the intraelectronic exchange hole of H2 ),
changes in its form are smaller than those of the interelectronic part (Figs 5, 6). The changes of the interelectronic exchange hole stretch over the whole bonding

region (Fig. 5, regions A, B) and represent some longrange left–right correlation.
This observation reminds us of a recent statement
made by Handy and Cohen [10] when considering
the HF description of the dissociating H2 molecule:
exchange and nondynamic correlation cannot be
separated. Even at equilibrium geometry, HF exchange
accounts for long-range correlation eﬀects as is reﬂected
by the interelectronic part of the HF exchange hole.
Hence, it is correct to say that HF exchange always
contains some nondynamic (left–right) correlation provided an electron system with more than one electron
pair is considered. The HF exchange hole for H2 is
purely static and does not contain any long-range nondynamic electron correlation eﬀects.
One cannot generalize the statement that exchange
always includes long-range correlation eﬀects: the SICDFT hole (no matter whether the SIC-LDA or the SICGGA is considered) is dominated by the delocalized
intraelectronic exchange hole, to which the localized
interelectronic DFT part is added. If one considers that
the intraelectronic exchange part does not account for
signiﬁcant long-range eﬀects and the interelectronic part
excludes any long-range eﬀects since it is localized, then
SIC-DFT is clearly a method (probably the only one)
without any nondynamic correlation eﬀects. This clariﬁes that SIC-DFT (if carried out with the HF density)
should be inferior to HF as in the former case long-range
correlation is absent. In this respect, there should be
hardly any diﬀerence between the LDA and the GGA.
While in our previous work [14], we emphasized that
the long-range correlation eﬀects are a result of the SIE
of DFT, we can detail and extend this statement in
several ways:
1. The SIE does not only mimic long-range corrleation,
but it also mimics some short-range correlation as is
revealed by the analysis of DFT exchange holes. The
short-range eﬀects result from the short-range, ﬁne
structure of the HF exchange hole (Fig. 2, close to F1)
caused by the nodal surfaces and tail contributions of
the orbitals (a ﬁne structure which is not reﬂected by
the DFT exchange hole). This leads to the somewhat
surprising conclusion that approximate exchange
functionals, as they are currently in use, account for
both exchange, dynamic, and nondynamic correlation
eﬀects. This may explain the good performance of
DFT in cases where HF and even HF-based correlation methods with some low-order correlation eﬀects
drastically fail.
2. A larger (absolute) SIE does not imply that more
long-range correlation eﬀects are covered. The magnitude of the SIE is related to the size of the regions
with a positive value of the SIE-hole (Figs. 1, 2, 4),
which in the case of H2 is clearly more positive for the
LDA than for the GGA (see, in particular, Fig. 1b;
SIE-LDA 0.09220 hartree; SIE-GGA 0.01009 hartree); however in the case of the F2 bonding electron
pair the situation is reversed as can be anticipated
from inspection of Fig. 2 (SIE-LDA 0.04464 hartree;
SIE-GGA 0:09294 hartree; Table 2). The amount of
the long-range correlation eﬀect mimicked by the SIE
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hole depends on the ratio between the peaks in the
valence region (or at the nucleus) and the depression
of the SIE hole in the bond region. This ratio is
clearly larger for the GGA in the case of H2 (see Fig.
1a and in particular Fig. 1b), while it is larger for the
LDA in the case of the bonding electrons of F2 (Fig.
2) and other molecules.
3. There are three reasons why the GGA in general
covers less long-range left–right correlation. The
more diﬀuse LDA exchange hole implies a stronger
long-range left–right eﬀect (Fig. 2). Oscillations in the
GGA exchange hole reminiscent of its GEA origin
partially annihilate the left–right structure of the
SIE-GGA hole. The better description of the exact
exchange hole close to the reference electron by GGA
also reduces the strong long-range left–right structure
typical of the SIE-LDA exchange hole.
4. Furthermore, it holds that the SIE of the LDA
exchange generally accounts for more short-range
correlation eﬀects as can be seen from Fig. 2 (region
close to F1: oscillations in the SIE-LDA hole
are larger than those in the SIE-GGA hole). The
improved description of the exchange hole close to
the reference electron implies that fewer short-range
correlation eﬀects are mimicked by the SIE-GGA.
5. The observation that the SIE-LDA hole covers both
more short-range (dynamic) and more long-range
(nondynamic) correlation eﬀects than the SIE-GGA
does explains the fact that LDA functionals are more
stable than GGA functionals [13, 15].
We have previously shown that a more stable DFT
method, using a speciﬁc XC functional, does not necessarily lead to more accurate results (otherwise the
LDA rather than the GGA approach should be
the method of choice). We can extend this statement in
the following way. The exchange functional leading to
a larger SIE and by this to a larger amount of nondynamic (and dynamic) electron correlation does not
imply a better description of a given electron system.
This becomes clear when considering that the SIE
reﬂects features of the electronic structure as they are
represented by the true intraelectronic exchange hole
via the one-electron density distribution. Pair correlation eﬀects typical of a speciﬁc electron system are
missing.
On the basis of these considerations, we can draw the
conclusion that it makes little sense to focus on the development of SIC exchange functionals. SIC-DFT is
much too expensive and in addition suﬀers from the fact
that interelectronic exchange is still wrongly described.
On the other hand, there is hardly any systematic way to
replace nonspeciﬁc by speciﬁc Coulomb correlation
eﬀects so that a more reliable description is obtained
provided one wants to retain the simplicity of KS DFT.
The only alternative in this situation is to develop new
exchange functionals, which are optimized with regard
to the electron interaction eﬀects they cover.
Such a derivation should be based on a suitable
reference set of multireference problems [dissociating
molecules, biradicals, molecules with a (quasi)degenerate
ground state such as Jahn–Teller systems, etc.], which

are reliably described by highly correlated wavefunction
methods. The derivation could follow strategies worked
out when developing hybrid orbitals, but the optimization of the exchange functional would have to be monitored by applying the analysis method described in the
current work. In this way, a direct account of added/
suppressed nondynamic correlation eﬀects could be
given, which in consequence would lead to a better adjustment of DFT functionals to problems with multireference character. Work is in progress to pursue and to
further develop this strategy.
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